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MASQUERADE BY MELVIN ANDERSON
Early in 2011 an idea was born. Taking my art to the
street, instead of showing it in a gallery. Since, as an
artist, one desires to reach and touch as many
people as possible. The Salone di Mobile, the
famous Milan furniture fair, provided the ideal
opportunity, with heaps of art lovers roaming the
streets of the Italian design capital.

PREMIERE AND PARMESAN
Isn't an opening night only as good as its food and drink are?
Nervous as we were for our premiere, Trattoria da Pino's Mauro Ferri
knows how to treat an audience. Crisp Süd-Tiroler wine and creamy
Parmesan curls were served throughout the night as our guests, glass in
hand, strolled down the street. It turned out they were hungry for some
art, too. We were able to put some red dots on several objects that very
evening.

So, in April this year Masquerade, a custom made
collection of masks, made its way to Via Cerva.
This rustic shopping street, in the heart of Milan,
provided a fabulous backdrop for my colourful
objects. Many thanks to all of you who helped me
make this into a success.
Here's a quick wrap-up of what went down in the
town.

VIA CERVA
A little gem surrounded by tall buildings
and big brands, Via Cerva is the kind of
street you don't expect to find amidst the
hustle and bustle of Milan. With shops
focusing on craft, tradition and truly
personal service this street makes you
want to stop and stare. At the lush leather
goods of Valextra, or the supersexy
stiletto's by Guillaume Hinfray. For all
slow-food lovers; ‘Trattoria da Pino’ is all
the Italian you need to remember. Be early
to be first in the long lunch line...

PUBLICITY

A lovely location, an inspired collection of works,
and an amazing audience on opening night.
We couldn't wish for more. Or could we? We were
overjoyed by all the press attention we received.
Vogue, AD and Corriere della Sera -one of Italy's biggest
newspapers- featured Masquerade in their columns.
Go to melvinanderson.com for a selection of press
reviews.

